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H5N1 avian influenza outbreak detection is a significant issue for early warning of epidemics. This 
paper proposes domain knowledge-based joint one class classification model for avian influenza 
outbreak. Instead of focusing on manipulations of the one class classification models, we delve into 
the one class avian influenza data-set, divide it into sub-classes by domain knowledge, train the sub-
class classifiers and unify the result of each classifier. The proposed joint method solves the one 
class classification and feature selection problems together. The experiment results demonstrate that 
the proposed joint model definitely outperforms the normal one class classification model on the 
animal avian influenza data-set.  
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1.   Introduction 
H5N1 avian influenza outbreak detection is a significant task with a big challenge, 
because there are a number of uncertain factors associated with the outbreaks 1 . The 
Asian lineage, highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) virus sub-type H5N1 was first 
identified in Hong Kong in 1996 2, and worldwide outbreaks increased dramatically since 
2003. Now it has spread to more than 60 countries from Asian, to Europe and Africa 3. 
This epidemic has infected poultry and caused the culling of millions of birds resulting in 
a loss of billions in the poultry trade, and significant loss of human life. According to 
WHO 4, 502 humans have been infected and among them 302 of them have died. This 
virus can mutate according to its host and adapt to different environments 5, 6. Normally, 
the virus transmits from birds to mammals, but so far, it seems it cannot be transmitted 
between mammals 5. Water birds are believed to be the viral reservoir of influenza A 
viruses 7 but the transmitting mechanism is still unclear. Wild birds and human activities 
have broadened the channels for the virus to spread; for example, poultry farm, bird trade 
and wild birds’ migration 5, 8, 9 are all possible channels to spread the virus. In south Asia, 
free-grazing duck are also believed to be a major reason for virus transmission 10. 
Scientists are still struggling to discover the reasons for transmission.  
However, if we take outbreak events as our target observation and the normal status 
without outbreaks as the outliers, then detection turns into a typical one class 
classification (OCC) issue. The item “one class classifier” was first proposed by Moya 11 
and one class classification (OCC) has been studied in the area of the novelty detection 12, 
outlier detection 13 in signal processing and pattern recognition applications. At the 
outset, the focus of OCC is to identify novelties and get rid of them before processing 
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normal signals. This focus subtly changes to analyzing the target class in the research 
area of data mining 14, and OCC method has been developed and greatly advanced by 
Tax and Duin 15 by their idea of one class data description. OCC in data mining depicts 
the only labeled target class by a suitable model and detects the new case if it is in the 
boundary of the target class or if it is out of the boundary as an outlier.   
The situation of OCC is very common in real world. These one label tasks can often be 
encountered in the real world, for example, nuclear plant failure, a medical disease case, 
and identifying a type of web pages 16, 17. OCC has been widely used in many areas, such 
as cyber-intrusion detection, medical diagnosis, image processing,  fraud detection in 
financial industry 17, and defect detection in the fabric industry 18. Other applications 
include land cover classification 19, environmental monitoring 20 , document retrieval and 
classification 21, 22, vague stream data analysis 23 and the most promising application 
domain, which we will discuss next, is the medical and biological area. 
OCC methodology is especially suitable for medical and biological domain applications. 
Duin has mentions that OCC has been used in disease detection 24. In many medical 
diagnoses, the doctor only keeps the disease case data which can be used as the labeled 
target class, and all other diseases and healthy cases are taken as the outliers. In the area 
of epidemic disease for instance, avian influenza, animal cases are only reported if there 
are epidemic outbreaks in a poultry farm or a number of dead wild birds are identified.  
This is similar in OCC applications applied in gene science 25-28 where only target gene 
samples are available. The situation in these areas is approximately the same and 
researchers only focus on limited target samples, while outliers have a large population, 
such as healthy populations versus target disease subjects, or RNA of all other animals 
versus the target RNA gene pattern. 
Though OCC methods have many applications, there are limitations due to the nature of 
only one labeled class. Many researchers choose two-class or multi-class data-sets in 
their experiments 25, 26, 29, 30 to analyze the results. Other researchers artificially generate 
outliers for evaluation 27, 31. In real world examples, we can only obtain the target class 28 
such as avian influenza outbreaks. The outbreaks are a typical OCC issue with only one 
label, whilst other issues need to be addressed in depicting avian influenza animal 
outbreaks:  1) All the features leading to the outbreak are unclear because the H5N1 virus 
has mutated to adapt to the environment and the virus distribution channels are 
complicated 5. 2) The outbreak happens incidentally. This makes it hard to tell exactly the 
differences between the outbreak and the non-outbreak cases. The above two reasons 
make outbreak detection very difficult. First, the feature space is uncertain and hard to 
evaluate. The factors causing an outbreak are not clearly identified and refining of factors 
is difficult because we have only the target labels. Secondly, the possibilities of outbreaks 
decrease the necessity and the effectiveness of generating artificial outliers.  
Under this circumstance, we proposed an ensemble classifiers approach, joint sub-
classifier one class classification (JSC-OCC) method, to overcome these difficulties. The 
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ensemble classifiers have long been studied 32 and have been verified to improve the 
performance of the classification 33. Contemporary research for ensemble classifier is 
represented by bagging 34 and boosting 35 methods, and the extension of the two methods. 
These methods make full use of the original dataset by a different method of sampling to 
make the classification results more stable and accurate. However, this research has some 
limitations: Firstly, these methods have limitations of improving the individual base 
classifiers by the learning domain knowledge 36. In a real world dataset, the domain 
knowledge will significantly affect the classifying result, which is why we apply domain 
knowledge into the classification; secondly, many applications only focus on multi-class 
classification. There are many research applications on combination of classifiers 37, 38, 
but these applications mostly address multi-class classifications. In the real world, there 
are many one class classification problems which focus on the target class identification 
and are different to multi-class classification problems, which treat classes equally. 
Instead of seeking assistance from the second class in this research, we delve into the 
target cases by classifying the outbreak cases into sub-classes, training the classifiers 
separately and integrating the separated models. We apply a supervised feature selection 
method to the sub-class and achieve better results with only half of the features selected. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the OCC methods, rated OCC 
research work and reviews the limitations of the previous methods. Section 3 presents the 
motivation and the contents of the JSC-OCC method. Section 4 illustrates the method on 
the avian influenza animal outbreak data-set and the results show that the JSC-OCC 
method out-performs the normally applied OCC method. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
2.   OCC METHODS AND RELATED WORK 
There are many OCC methods which have been applied in many real world applications. 
We describe the concept of the OCC method and the related research results. 
2.1.   OCC methods 
The basic idea of OCC is described by two essential elements. The first is the distance, or 
the possibility of a new case for the target class. The second element is the threshold on 
this distance or possibility. Whether or not the new case belongs to the target class can be 
defined by the distance, less a threshold: 
  ))(()( ddIf θ<= yy   (1) 
or the possibility is larger than the possibility threshold: 
  ))(()( ppIf θ>= yy   (2) 
where (.)I is the indictor function, y  is the new case, )(yd  and )(yp is the distance and 
the possibility on the target class. dθ  and pθ is the distance and possibility threshold. 
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Different OCC method have different definitions of )(yd  or )(yp and the evaluation of 
the OCC method can compare the hypercube or the hypersphere volumes depicted 
by )(yd  or )(yp . The threshold value is a trade off between whether a new coming case 
is a target class or an outlier.  
OCC methods can be divided into three main categories: the density method, the 
boundary method and the reconstruction method 39. The density method applies statistical 
distribution to depict the target class probability density, and uses a threshold to 
distinguish targets from outliers. The density method examples are the Gaussian data 
description (GaussianDD) model, mixture Gaussian data description (MOGDD) and 
Parzen data description (ParzenDD) model. The boundary method draws a boundary 
including the targets with the minimum volume, such as support vector data description 
(SVDD) model and k-nearest neighbor data description (KNNDD) model. The 
reconstruction method reconstructs previous space by the prototype model or data 
compress model and identify targets and outlier after reconstruction, e.g.  k-means data 
description (KmeansDD) model, principal component analysis data description (PCADD) 
model, or the self-organizing map data description (SOMDD) model. In a real world 
application, different models will have different performances according to the 
implementation 39. The minimum spanning tree data description (MSTDD) method is a 
new promising method which out-performs many other previous one class data 
description methods by defining the target boundary of the minimum volume around the 
spanning tree 24. 
GaussianDD is a basic OCC density method, which apply Gaussian distribution to 
describe the one class case according to the Central Limit Theorem. The possibility of d-










  (3) 
where u  is the mean value and Σ is the co-variance matrix. The target class should be a 
strict unimodal and convex density distribution. The main calculation cost is the 
inversion of the matrixΣ . The other density models are the extension of the GaussianDD 
model. 
SVDD model is a typical boundary OCC method which is different from one class 
support vector machine (SVM). One class SVM turns an OCC method into a two class 
classification method by defining the origin as a second class 17. But the SVDD model 
draws a minimum volume hypersphere to contain most of, or all of, the targets. SVDD is 
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where a is the center and R is the radius of the hypersphere, iξ   is the slack variable and 
C is the variable to describe the trade off between the sphere volume and the number of 
the target objects rejected. After applying Lagrange multipliers to the problem we will 
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If we substitute all the inner products ).( ji xx with a kernel function: 
 )().(),( jijik xxxx φφ=               (8) 
Then the problem can be mapped into an inner product space. 
K_meansDD method is a very simple reconstruction method. It applies prototype vectors 
kμ to minimize the error: 
  ∑ −=
i
kik
)min( 2μxε   (9) 
Where kμ is the vector of k-means center, ix  is the target case vector. Different 
reconstruction methods have different error measuring methods. More details of SVDD 
and other OCC methods are described by Tax 39. 
 
Many new OCC methods and improvements have been discovered. These methods can 
be mainly categorized as localization and combinations.  Localization tunes the 
parameters according to the local properties which differ from the global ones. The 
localization method has been applied to KNNDD 17 and Gupta 29; it combines local and 
global searches to improve the one-class information ball (IC-IB) method. The 
combination method combines different models to obtain better results and has been 
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explored in OCC modeling. Combining density estimator with two class probability 
estimator has been proposed 30. The normal ensemble methods are applied in gene 
science 26 and the combination of the OCC model with different data-sets has also been 
studied 27.  Statistical learning and case-based reasoning combination methods have also 
been  proposed to integrate the similarity measure and Bayesian statistical information to 
identify novelties 40. Only a few research methods deal with the genuine one class issue 
30, where it is impossible or improbable to obtain an outlier. This situation will make 
many proposed methods unsuitable, including information from the outliers.   
2.2.   Feature selection issue in OCC 
Feature selection chooses high variance features and removes low variance ones, but 
target class label provides no information at all 31. This means only unsupervised feature 
selection methods can be applied under this circumstance. Villalba 41 evaluated four 
feature selection algorithms and concluded that the Q-α algorithm and locality preserving 
projections (LPP) have better performance. Generally, unsupervised methods cannot 
compare with supervised ones. Most unsupervised dimension reduction methods just 
compress the original feature space into a smaller dimensions, which hardly explains the 
meaning of each dimension, for example LPP and PCA method 42.The most promising 
supervised feature selection method is mutual information feature selection, for instance 
the minimum-redundancy maximum-relevancy (mRMR) method 43, which makes full use 
of mutual information between the features and class labels to select the feature group 
with most variation. 
The above review indicates that we can investigate limitations of current OCC methods 
in dealing with real world examples. Avian influenza outbreak event detection is this type 
of issue. Firstly, a genuine OCC problem can only obtain the target label, which means 
that we cannot obtain all the other class data without outbreak events. If we can  provide 
some definite outliers for the OCC models, the classifier can tune 31 and the result will be 
significantly improved. This means that many OCC techniques which tune on the second 
class samples are not suitable. Secondly, the supervised features selection should not be 
applied because the outbreak factors are unclear and we need to select features. 
Therefore, we can only apply the unsupervised feature selection method. We next present 
our own approach for dealing with this real world OCC problem. 
3.   Joint Sub-Classifier OCC Method 
We describe the motivation and the detailed processes of our JSC-OCC method step-by-
step. 
3.1.   The motivation of proposed method 
The OCC method is designed for resolving the classification problem when the training 
data-set only has one label. If there is only one class labeled as target, e.g. the avian 
influenza outbreak events, we can improve the OCC method with the following method. 
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We divide the outbreak events into sub-categories to discover whether the new sub-class 
of the outbreak events can help improve the OCC models to detect if a new coming case 
is likely to be an outbreak or not. On one hand, if the sub-classes can be grouped closely 
together and at same time apparently appear separate to each other, then we can apply the 
OCC method for each sub-class, then combine every OCC sub-classifier to obtain a better 
result. On the other hand, if the sub-groups cannot be separated from each other, then we 
should select the most suitable features to help classify the sub-classes.  
The basic idea is shown very clearly in Fig. 1 by a Two-D SVDD method. We provide a 
well separated three sub-class example in Fig. 1 (a). The three black line circles are the 
SVDD boundaries for the sub-classes. The magenta dashed line is the SVDD boundary 
for the labeled one class. In this context, the joint three circle boundaries are better than 
the one big circle because they have less volume. Therefore, if we can find a well 
separated sub-class and the features which can help separate the sub-class, then we can 
improve the detection effectively. In Fig. 1(b), we cannot observe that the combination of 
sub-class circles improved the precision of the OCC method, or the combination cannot 
reduce the volume of the OCC boundary. This means that the three sub-groups on this 
feature space cannot improve the classification effectiveness.  














OCC with three subsets













OCC with three subsets
 
a) three well separated sub-classes and features                  b) three poorly separated sub-classes and features 
Fig 1. One class SVDD and three separated sub-classes SVDD  
 
Therefore, we must address two issues: first, we delve into one class and divide it into 
well separated sub-classes; second, we select good features to improve the separated 
effect. In the medical domain, epidemic domain and biological domain, the first task is 
naturally completed by the domain expert. In the medical domain, the doctor will 
separate samples of an illness into slight, and severely ill groups, male and female 
groups, or young and old categories. In the epidemic disease domain such as avian 
influenza, the sub-class can be wild bird affected events and poultry farm events. This 
means the first task is resolved by domain knowledge. The second task is also easy to 
accomplish because we can select the features according to the sub-class labels. The 
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previous unsupervised feature selection task becomes a supervised feature selection and 
we can easily resolve the two problems at the same time.  
3.2.   Processes of the JSC-OCC method 
The combining method concludes the following 5 steps: 
Step 1. Divide all the one class cases into sub-classes by domain knowledge; 
Even though we have only one class label, we can divide the one class into sub-classes by 
applying domain knowledge. The effective sub-class needs to be carefully considered. In 
avian flu epidemic domain, there are many ways to group the outbreak events such as the 
outbreak seasons, the locations and so on. Nevertheless, if we consider the transmission 
of the virus and the mobility of the population, we can divide the affected population 
upon different sub-groups as wild species, backyard free range poultry and farm poultry. 
The wild birds have the maximum mobility, the backyard birds have limited mobility and 
the farm poultry has the less mobility.  We don’t need to divide the farm poultry as 
broiler chickens, layer chickens, or turkey and so on, because we consider that the 
transmission ways to the farm maybe similar, e.g. mainly by human activities.  
The dividing task is fully depended on the domain knowledge and the research objective. 
If we have enough details of the domain knowledge, then the sub-classes will contain the 
more variation information. If the objective is different, the classification standard will be 
different. For example, if we need to undertake research into the vaccine effect of 
poultry, we must divide farm or free-range poultry into vaccinated and unvaccinated 
groups. If we only consider the transmission methods of the virus, we only need to divide 
the birds into the previous mentioned three sub-groups.  
Step 2: Select the most variation features according to the sub-classes; 
Here, we select features which help enforce the classification effect. In medical and 
epidemical areas, it is normal that there will be many factors associated with the disease 
case and is important to group the factors and select the suitable ones. In the normal OCC 
method, we apply only the unsupervised feature selection method, but here we can select 
features by either unsupervised or supervised methods because we have sub-class labels 
which allow selection of features based on the sub-class labels. This provides a lot more 
choice than previous OCC models, for example, we can apply mRMR method to select 
the features. 
Step 3: Train the OCC classifier on each sub-class; 
We apply each sub-class cases as training data-set to train sub-OCC models. We can 
either use the same OCC classifier on different sub-class data, or we can use different 
OCC classifiers on different sub-class data. We then obtain several sub one class 
classifiers.  
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Step 4: Combine three sub-classifiers to union into a joint OCC model. 
We combine the sub-classifiers’ results to obtain a joint result. We choose to join the 
results of the sub-classifiers by logical ‘or’ operator. Suppose we have n  classifiers, for 








=     (10) 
iC  is the ith classifier, )(xCi  is true if x is detected as a target class and I is the output of 
joining the output results. If one of the classifiers classifies the input case as target, the 
final output is the target class. The whole process is shown in Fig. 2 
 



























Fig 2 The JSC-OCC method processes 
4.   Experiment and Result Analysis 
The experiment is conducted on the avian influenza data-set collected from the internet. 
Some features are transformed by GIS software before input to the model. We apply 
Matlab platform and DD_Tools 44 to perform the experiments. 
4.1.   Data source 
One section of avian influenza animal outbreak data was obtained from reports on the 
website: http://www.oie.int/downld/AVIAN%20INFLUENZA/A_AI-Asia.htm; the other 
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data was obtained from Nature News reporter Dr Declan Butler 
(http://www.nature.com/news/author/Declan+Butler/index.html). Each record contains 
the outbreak time, outbreak location, infected population, location type, and so on. The 
data-set has records dated from 2003 to 2009. If the outbreak location is a farm, the dead 
bird numbers or infected numbers on the farm do not affect other farms. For processing 
purposes, we count this farm event as only one event. Dead wild bird events are counted 
as one event even if only one dead bird is identified. The other feature data is collected 
from the internet, such as poultry density, poultry and wild bird trade, population density, 
from http://www.fao.org ; other geographic data is collected from http://eros.usgs.gov/, 
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov, etc. These data will first be pre-processed by GIS software, 
and then processed to obtain the feature information of an outbreak event by Matlab. The 
basic location data from OIE reports has errors, for example the wrong information of 
longitude and latitude, which indicates a location in the sea and we cannot obtain correct 
information from them, so record this as missing data. After removing the missing data, 
we have 5,600 cases. Each case has 24 features plus the affected bird type information. 
All these features are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 All the selected features 
No Features Descriptions 
1 'latitude' Latitude 
2 'logitude' Longitude 
3 'clim_tmp' Temperature 
4 'clim_wet' Wet days 
5 'clim_tmx' Daily Maximum Temperature 
6 'clim_tmn' Daily Minimum Temperature 
7 'clim_frs' Ground frost frequency 
8 'clim_vap' Water vapour 
9 'clim_dtr' Diurnal temperature range 
10 'clim_cld' Cloud cover 
11 'pop_den' Population density 
12 'pty_den' Poultry density 
13 'rail_den' Rails line density 
14 'mrail_den' Main rails line density 
15 'road_den' Road line density 
16 'water_line' River line density 
17 'hydro_den' Main hydro point density 
18 'pmeat_trd' Poultry meat import volume 
19 'bird_trd' Live bird import volume 
20 'elevation' Elevation 
21 'bat_cover' BAT Land cover type 
22 'month' Month 
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23 'year' Year 
24 'migr_rsk' 
Near how many migration 
routes 
25 'bird_type' Affected bird population type 
 
These 25 features are possible features associated with the avian influenza outbreak. We 
select only 25, classified as climate factors, geographic factors, poultry density factor, 
transportation factors, water factor, bird trade and wild bird migratory information. For 
example, the bird migratory risk is defined by the following processes: there are eight 
main bird migratory routes around the world – the ‘migr_rsk’ features are calculated by 
how near the outbreak location is to how many the migration routes. If the minimum 
distance to a bird migratory route is less than 300 km, we count the ‘migr_rsk’ attribute 
once. The transportation level is measured by the line density per km2 of railroad length 
and road length. The indicator of poultry meat trade is calculated from the quantities of 
tons of imported poultry meat divided by the country total area, and the same is done 
with the live bird trade.   
4.2.   Experiment result and analysis 
Here, we follow the steps of the proposed JSC_OCC method and conduct the experiment 
on an avian influenza data-set. 
Step 1. Divide all the one class cases into sub-classes by domain knowledge; 
In avian flu outbreak events, the affected birds can be divided into three sub-classes as 
wild birds, backyard birds and farm poultry. We divide into these three sub-class taking 
into consideration the mobility of the populations. Wild birds have the greatest mobility, 
farm poultry has the lowest mobility, and backyard birds have limited mobility. The 
movements of birds should be connected with the transmission of the viruses. The 
‘bird_type’ is chosen as the sub-class label and the remaining 24 will be applied by the 
OCC method. The whole data-set can be divided into 1,086 wild bird affected cases, 
1,169 backyard poultry affected cases, and 3,345 farm poultry bird affected cases.  
Step 2: Select the most variation features according to the sub-classes; 
This step applies the mRMR feature selection method and we only choose 12 features, or 
half, of the total features to illustrate our approach. The 12 selected features are 
“'elevation', 'rail_den', 'bird_trd', 'pmeat_trd', 'clim_wet', 'road_den', 'mrail_den', 'year', 
'clim_tmp', 'migr_rsk', 'logitude', 'month'”.  
Step 3: Train the OCC classifier on each sub-class; 
The training data-set randomly selects 80 percent of each sub-class case. We also merge 
the three training data-sets in to a fourth data-set as a comparison. We then have four 
trained OCC models. The OCC models applied are GaussianDD model, MOGDD model, 
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ParzenDD model, SVDD model, 1NNDD model, KNNDD model, KmeansDD model, 
PCADD model and SOMDD model. We choose the rejected threshold as 0.1 and apply 
the default parameters of DD_tools. 
Step 4: Combine three sub-classifiers to union into a joint OCC model. 
We combine the trained three sub-classifiers by the results as (1). Finally, the test data is 
the same as the 20 percent of remaining data. The results of the experiments are shown in 
Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 is the experiment with all the features and Table 3 illustrates 
the result with only 12 selected features. 
Table 2 Experiment with all features 
 
 








































Gaussian 0.1891 0.4674 0.6976 0.9037 0.9304 
Parzen 0.1436 0.1499 0.3702 0.5674 0.5932 
Kmeans 
(k=5) 0.2417 0.5843 0.7208 0.8912 0.9322 
knn 0.2971 0.4451 0.8073 0.8921 0.934 
som 0.2614 0.4442 0.8127 0.9037 0.9349 
nn 0.7538 0.9233 0.9269 0.9197 0.9973 
mog(5) 0.1855 0.397 0.6789 0.8912 0.9144 
Svdd 
(σ=100) 0.1508 0.6111 0.4906 0.6441 0.802 
pca 0.215 0.5343 0.7056 0.8974 0.942 
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Table 3  Experiments results with only 12 features 
 
 








































Gaussian 0.2087 0.5192 0.6878 0.9019 0.9438 
Parzen 0.1561 0.1945 0.4648 0.6842 0.7047 
Kmeans 
(k=5) 0.2774 0.5165 0.7145 0.9153 0.9402 
knn 0.3363 0.3854 0.7966 0.901 0.9313 
som 0.3301 0.4665 0.694 0.8965 0.9295 
nn 0.7948 0.9135 0.9072 0.9224 0.9955 
mog(5) 0.1847 0.4282 0.6967 0.8992 0.9242 
Svdd 
(σ=100) 0.1641 0.521 0.4755 0.6798 0.7583 
pca 0.2257 0.4987 0.7047 0.901 0.9634 
mst 0.5709 0.5085 0.1133 0.0375 0.7895 
 
The evaluation standard is obvious for comparing the correct classification rate to the 
target class, the true positive (TP) rate. In Table 2 and Table 3 the correct classification 
rates are rates on the whole testing data. We observe that the JSC-OCC method can 
outperform the normally applied OCC models and we conclude from the two tables that, 
whether we apply feature selection first or not, the JSC-OCC model will outperform the 
normal OCC model on the outbreak data-set. Though the sub-OCC models on the testing 
data have a low TP rate, the JSC-OCC model performances improve significantly, as we 
expected.   
We also compare Table 3 to Table 2 with the TP rate of applying all the features, and 
only half of the features. From the data we observe that five out of ten combined models 
with the selected 12 features in the experiments outperform the combined models with all 
24 features. These five combined JSC-OCC models are the GaussianDD, ParzenDD, K-
meansDD, MogDD and PCADD models. But the results of JSC-OCC with only the 12 
features data-set have more accuracy than the results of the normal OCC method on the 
24 data-set. Five models gain better performances with selected features and this means 
the feature selections on the sub-class will not decrease the FP rate of JSC-OCC models. 
We haven’t tuned the parameters of the SVDD model, so it has the lower accuracy. The 
1NNDD sub-classifiers have very high accurate rate which means they are not sensitive 
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with the groups divided. But the JSC-OCC result based on 1NNDD still has better 
performance. We also notice that MSTDD performed poorly, which is said to outperform 
many other models. We explain this by pointing out that MSTDD is a more strict OCC 
method with the minimum volume boundary, which means it can only perform best when 
the outliers are identified clearly. In the real world one class problem, you really cannot 
provide a clear description of the outlier. So the strict MSTDD will perform poorly 
compared with other OCC models.  
5.   Discussion 
The JSC-OCC method will improve the accuracy of the classification provided we have 
the domain knowledge to divide the whole population into sub-groups. Sometimes it is 
very difficult, or even impossible, to obtain the knowledge to divide the sub-classes. 
Under these circumstances, we can still classify the data-set by clustering. Whether or not 
the unsupervised sub-classes improve the accuracy of OCC models is an interesting 
problem for study. Clustering method is the most common unsupervised classification 
method, and we classify the outbreak cases into three sub-classes by k-means and the 
spectral clustering method separately, and conduct the JSC-OCC method on these two 
sub-classes. We do the experiments both on the 'all features' and selected' 12 features' 
data-sets and the results are listed in Table 4 and Table 5. 















ed rate  
OCC JSC-OCC 
improve





an 0.8839 0.9062 TRUE 0.8786 0.8902 TRUE 
Parzen 0.5839 0.5893 TRUE 0.6786 0.6759 FALSE 
Kmean
s (k=5) 0.8848 0.8902 TRUE 0.8768 0.8982 TRUE 
knn 0.883 0.9116 TRUE 0.9054 0.9116 TRUE 
som 0.8848 0.8911 TRUE 0.8938 0.8777 FALSE 
nn 0.9304 0.9982 TRUE 0.933 1 TRUE 
mog(5) 0.8911 0.8777 FALSE 0.8938 0.8759 FALSE 
Svdd 
(σ=100
) 0.6232 0.5839 FALSE 0.6357 0.7018 TRUE 
pca 0.9062 0.9429 TRUE 0.8964 0.9509 TRUE 
mst 0.0455 0.9982 TRUE 0.0375 0.9991 TRUE 
 
 



















ed rate  
OCC JSC-OCC 
improve
d or not 
OCC JSC-OCC 
Impove
d or not 
Gaussi
an 0.8858 0.8956 TRUE 0.8787 0.9001 TRUE 
Parzen 0.6021 0.6004 FALSE 0.6459 0.661 TRUE 
Kmean
s (k=5) 0.9019 0.9197 TRUE 0.8831 0.9135 TRUE 
knn 0.9019 0.9019 FALSE 0.9019 0.9072 TRUE 
som 0.9019 0.8956 FALSE 0.8938 0.8992 TRUE 
nn 0.9411 0.9946 TRUE 0.9277 0.9938 TRUE 
mog(5) 0.8956 0.8876 FALSE 0.8912 0.8876 FALSE 
Svdd 
(σ=100
) 0.6343 0.7145 TRUE 0.7074 0.6467 FALSE 
pca 0.8983 0.9081 TRUE 0.8965 0.9108 TRUE 
mst 0.0419 1 TRUE 0.041 1 TRUE 
 
Table 4 lists the comparisons between results of JSC-OCC and OCC on the K-means 
three sub-groups and Table 5 lists the comparisons between results of JSC-OCC and 
OCC on the three spectral clusters. The experiments have been conducted with ten OCC 
models on both 'all features' and '12 features' data-sets. From Table 4, we observe that 
eight OCC models employing the JSC-OCC method perform well on the 24 features 
data-set and seven OCC models employing the JSC-OCC method perform better on the 
12 features data-set. From Table 5 we also observe similar results with six out of ten JSC-
OCC models performing better on 24 features data-set and eight out of 10 JSC-OCC 
models performing better on 12 features data-set. We cannot reach a conclusion that 
unsupervised sub-classes improve the accuracy of the JSC-OCC method because not all 
JSC-OCC methods provide better results than the normal OCC method.  
However, the above experiments are conducted on the three sub-groups data-set. In fact, 
we can have different number of sub-groups, so we conduct the experiments on two to 
twenty sub-groups on the 24 features data-set to compare the performances between JSC-
OCC method and normal OCC method. This time we only apply six OCC models as 
GaussianDD, MoGDD, ParzenDD, SOMDD, K-meansDD and KNNDD models. We still 
applied K-means and spectral clustering methods to cluster the data-sets. The results are 
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 (a) JSC-OCC FP rate on different K-means sub-groups. (b) JSC-OCC FP rate improved ratio on 
different K-means sub-groups 
 






















































Figure 4 (a) JSC-OCC FP rate on different spectral clustering sub-groups. (b) JSC-OCC FP rate improved ratio 
on different spectral clustering sub-groups 
 
The TP rates and TP rate improved ratio of JSC-OCC on different number of K-means 
sub-groups are shown in Figure 3 and similar results on spectral cluster sub-groups are 
shown in Figure 4. The TP rates of JSC-OCC are illustrated in Figure 3 (a) and Figure 4 
(a). The TP rate improved ratio is calculated by the TP rate of JSC-OCC method divided 
by the TP rate of OCC method and is listed in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4 (b). We find that 
TP rates of JSC-OCC method fluctuates with the variations of cluster number. There are 
no obvious trends with almost all the JSC-OCC models except TP rates of SOMDD and 
MoGDD models show a slightly decreased trend. The results are similar for both TP rate 
on K-means sub-groups and for TP rate on Spectral cluster sub-groups. We conclude that 
the unsupervised cluster number has no obvious effect on the TP rate of the JSC-OCC 
method and some OCC models performances degenerate. We also found that most of the 
TP rate improved ratios are above one and this situation is clearer in Figure 4 (b) with the 
TP rate improved ratios on spectral cluster sub-groups. This phenomenon indicates that 
TP results on most of the sub-groups of the data-set can be improved and it is most 
obvious with spectral clustering sub-groups.  
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The last observation from Figure 3 and Figure 4 is that the TP improved ratio is limited in 
comparison to the supervised sub-groups. The average TP improved ratio of supervised, 
or knowledge based, JSC-OCC method is 1.0699 and the minimum TP improved ration is 
1.0295. The two ratios are shown in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4 (b) as black hard line and 
magenta dashed line. It is clear that most FP improved ratios on unsupervised sub-groups 
are lower than the magenta dotted line- the minimum TP improved ratio on knowledge-
based sub-groups.  
6.   Conclusions 
This paper proposes a JSC-OCC model for real world genuine one class problems. 
Instead of focusing on the OCC models, we delved into the OCC data-set and developed 
divided sub-classes and combined sub-classifiers model: the JSC-OCC method. In 
genuine one class problems, especially in the medical and biological domains, the sub-
classes are a natural exploration method. Therefore, the proposed method is very practical 
in these application areas. The experiments show the results that we expected and 
indicate improved performances to normally applying the OCC method. 
The proposed JSC-OCC method also helps features reduction. Without outlier 
knowledge, genuine one class problems can only select features by an unsupervised 
method. With sub-classes identified, the supervised feature selection method can be 
applied to the sub-class. Most of the unsupervised feature selection or dimension 
reduction techniques just compress the original feature space into a target feature space 
and the selected features cannot be explained. This difficulty can also be overcome by 
applying the JSC-OCC method. Though we change the feature selection object, the 
experiments show that this feature selected union model will not decrease performance. 
We conclude that the appropriate sub-class of data-set and features makes the JSC-OCC 
model perform extremely well.  
The proposed JSC-OCC method also has better performance on unsupervised clustering 
groups if we choose a suitable OCC model, cluster method and cluster number. However, 
large cluster numbers degenerate the JSC-OCC performances. We also found that the 
spectral cluster method is better than the K-means cluster method when applying JSC-
OCC. The results of the JSC-OCC method on unsupervised sub-clusters cannot compete 
with our proposed method on knowledge based sub-clusters. 
Further research into this method will select appropriate sub-classes. There should be 
enough cases in the data-set, otherwise there will not be enough cases in the divided the 
sub-data-set. Sometimes the imbalances in the sub-classes will also affect the CS-OCC 
method. If there are no sub-classes in the data-set, we will apply the clustering model to 
cluster the data-set into sub-classes. Though this is not as natural as the more meaningful 
sub-class, this may be a solution for this kind of problem. The main concern is to find an 
appropriate cluster number. These issues will be investigated in future research.  
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